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Q.l(a) Show that an electromagnetic field possesses momentum. (10)

OR
(a) Define Hysterisis. Obtain the value of total work done for completing

Hysterisis cycle.
(b) Prove that distribution of charge decays exponentially. (03)

OR
(b) Find the phase velocity of plane wave at a frequency 10 GHz in polyethylene.

(e,:2-3,c:3 x 108m/s.)

Q.2(a) Explain Retarded potential with vector and scalar potential equation. (06)

OR

(a) Discuss Lienard- Wiechert potential.

(b) Give brief on Radiation from an Oscillating Dipole and determine how the (06)

radiation field is distributed throughout space.

OR

(b) Calculate the total power radiated by oscillating Dipole.

Q.3(a)(i) Write short note on: Geiger Nuttal law. (09)

(ii) Show that 238U is unstable against u,-decay.

(iii) Derive the equation of o-disintegration energy.

OR
(a) Give Fermi theory for p-decay and derive the equation for p(E) for one particle.

(b) The o- particles emitted in the cr-decay of z|f,no have an energy of 7.68 MeV. (03)

Assuming that cr-particles have the same kinetic energy inside the zf,f;Po nucleus,

determine the number of collisions per second that the u-particles makes with the

walls of the nucleus.
OR

(b) State the difficulties in understanding continuous P-ray spectrum.



Q.4(a) Explain Binding energy of nucleus. Draw the Graph of B/A verses A and (06)
give explanation on it.

OR
(a) Write Weizsacher's semi empirical mass formula and explain each term of it.
(b) Obtain equation of mass parabolas for isobaric nuclii and discuss it for isobaric (07)

family with A=91.
OR

(b) (i) Explain internal conversion for y - rays.
(ii) Write short note on nucleon emission.

Q.5: Do as directed: (10)
i. What is Retentivity in Hysteresis cycle?
ii. Give the relation between vector g and vector N.
iii. What is meant by dD/dt?
iv. Define conversion coefficient.
v. What do you mean by Prompt Neutron?
vi. What are Mirror Nuclei?
vii. Meaning for symmetric fission is ?

viii. What are Fermions?
ix. 4n represents which radioactive series?

x. What do you understand by fr-capture reaction?


